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One of the most common reasons people apply for social housing is because they or their immediate

family members have a disability and they are unable to work. They need an affordable alternative to

private rental housing that’s suitable for their disability-related needs.

Our research on the experiences and circumstances of people on the social housing waiting list has

found many people with serious disabilities are not guaranteed access to social housing. The following

three case studies, drawn from our interviews, illustrate how the long wait for social housing makes their

extremely difficult situations worse.
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LaunchHousing
@LaunchHousing · Follow

It's not a level playing field when it comes to accessing 
adequate housing in Australia, especially in the current 
market. New housing policy currently on the table needs to 
consider provisions for people with disabilities and other 
marginalised groups

independentaustralia.net
Jobs and housing: People with disabilities need a f…
Australia’s Disability Strategy National Forum 
recently addressed inequalities, like housing …
affordability and accessibility, faced by people with 
disabilities across the country.

9:24 AM · Nov 7, 2022
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Read more: Not just ramps and doorways – disability housing is about choosing where, 

how and who you live with

Paul

Paul* has serious mobility problems and requires a wheelchair. He lives by himself in Sydney. He had

been on the social housing priority waiting list for just under a year and had no idea of how much longer

he would have to wait. But the house he was living in was unsuitable. As Paul explained:

“The nature of the accommodation has been assessed […] and it’s not suitable for me to live in

[…] There is a bathroom, but to do the shower you have to stand inside the tub […] so I can’t do

that shower any more […] And the doors are not wide enough for the wheelchair to go

through.”

Access to the house is also difficult.
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“The condition of the [path] from the house going to the road it’s not good and it’s very

difficult.”

Paul is on the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) and eligible for an electric wheelchair. But

he says:

[T]hey won’t approve […] until I have a proper accommodation […] they want to make sure

whether it’s going to be used in the house.“
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La Trobe News
@latrobenews · Follow

"Up to two-thirds of #Disability housing in Australia is not fit 
for purpose and does not meet current standards or foster 
independence". @latrobe researchers @DiWinkler and 
Jacinta Douglas explain what specialist housing can do in 
@ConversationEDU:

theconversation.com
'It's shown me how independent I can be' – housing designed for peo…
We interviewed people living with disability before and after they 
moved into purpose-built housing that fosters independence. The …
change for them was profound and cost-saving.

7:10 AM · May 3, 2022
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Read more on Twitter

Mark

Two of Mark’s three children have complex mental and physical disabilities. His wife also has a

disability. He gave up paid work 20 years ago to be their full-time carer.

Through community housing he found a subsidised private rental property.
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"We were there from 2002 until 2019 in the same house that was very not suitable for people

with disabilities. It was just a three-bedroom normal house that was run down that as the kids

grew up […] and my wife’s getting worse. The house was just absolutely not suitable […] for

our situation.”

His pleas for suitable social housing fell on deaf ears. In 2019 Mark felt he had to move.

“I just couldn’t hack it anymore. The kids are getting bigger. It’s getting very hard for me to

look after them cos I was the main carer and I have to shower them, toilet them, you know all

that stuff, and you know the house was small […] sometimes they had to be in a wheelchair,

[but] there was no wheelchair access.

"So eventually I just gave up and found a house that I’m renting now […] I’m paying private

rent but being on priority housing I get subsidised from public housing […] It’s still not suitable,

but it’s a bit bigger and a little bit better.

Mark summed up his experience:

"I’ve been on the waiting list for over 20 years without, you know, being given a public

[housing] house or […] never offered suitable housing for our situation, and until today we’re

still on the priority list.”

Read more: 'Getting onto the wait list is a battle in itself': insiders on what it takes to get 

social housing

https://theconversation.com/getting-onto-the-wait-list-is-a-battle-in-itself-insiders-on-what-it-takes-to-get-social-housing-184838
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DANA Ltd
@dana_advocacy · Follow

The recently published @ozProdCom review on the 
Housing & Homelessness Agreement points to need 
for a housing Targeted Action Plan under Australia’s 
Disability Strategy to improve availability of affordable 
& accessible #housing for people with #disability

pc.gov.au
Tackling Australia's housing affordability problem
This report is a review of the National Housing and 
Homelessness Agreement. It examines how well the Australian…
State and Territory Governments have achieved the objectives, 

2:09 PM · Oct 3, 2022

Read the full conversation on Twitter
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Despite the permanent nature of his family members’ disabilities, to continue receiving the rental

subsidy Mark has to get forms filled in by a GP every six months.

“There’s a lot of paperwork involved. Every six months you’ve got to bring bank statements […]

you’ve got to bring medical certificates […] and the stress, and you know […] GPs these people

don’t want to sit there filling up forms for three people.
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"If I take my family and I go to a GP and say, ‘Listen, can you fill up these forms?”, they say,

'No mate, […] it’s too much work for me", and I’ve got that from my GP many times. You’ve got

to beg the doctor, fight with the doctor […] and this is the life you live.“

Pippa

Pippa has an intellectual disability and lives with her carer who is also her partner. Despite being

homeless at times, she has been on the waiting list for around 10 years.

"They refused to put me on priority […] and I said, 'Yeah, but I don’t have anywhere to sleep. I

don’t have a house or anything.’ And they basically just said, ‘Keep looking for private rental.’

We got 21 days of TA [temporary accommodation] and a little bit more during the whole year

that me and my partner were homeless.”

Although they eventually found a private rental property, the insecurity and her lack of disposable

income are deeply unsettling.

“I mean for me I think I need something more stable which would be [social] housing […] If it’s

a place where I could kind of set my life up and you know get a job and not have to focus on,

okay, the owner is going to sell or, you know, my rent’s going to go up […] if the owners sell

tomorrow we would be back on the street cos there’s no way we could afford anything. There

would be nowhere to go.”

Read more: Stability and security: the keys to closing the mental health gap between 

renters and home owners

Pippa was scathing of the NSW Department of Communities and Justice – Housing.

“The fact that Housing can’t even assist someone with a disability is very concerning […] I just

think they don’t have the right kind of tools or people or anything to kind of handle someone

with a disability […] they just have no idea at all.”

https://theconversation.com/stability-and-security-the-keys-to-closing-the-mental-health-gap-between-renters-and-home-owners-179481
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George Taleporos
@drgeorgethecrip · Follow

Today, I am speaking at Australia's Disability Strategy 
National Forum hosted by Minister @AmandaRishworth  
some of my thoughts: 10 Steps Towards Inclusive Housing 
and Communities linkedin.com/pulse/10-steps… 
@CraigWtweets @criprights @Kavanagh_AM 
@bluntshovels @BenGauntlettDDC

linkedin.com
10 Steps Towards Inclusive Housing and Communities
Today, I am speaking at Australia's Disability Strategy National Forum 
hosted by Minister Amanda Rishworth, this is some of what I had to …
say: 1.       All Australian states and territories need to...

3:23 PM · Nov 2, 2022

18 Reply Share

Read more on Twitter

The situations of Paul, Mark and Pippa (who is now on the priority list) starkly illustrate how not being

able to get into social housing makes their lives even more challenging. Clearly, what is required is the

urgent building of social housing that is suitable for people with different disabilities.

* All the names used are pseudonyms to protect individuals’ privacy.
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